
 

 UNIT V  

 

PART-A 

 

                                    TROUBLE SHOOTING AND APPLICATIONS 

 

1. What is the difference between pressure switch and a temperature switch? Nov/Dec 2012 

 

Pressure switches open or close contacts based on the system pressure. Temperature switches 

senses change in temperature and open or close contacts when a predetermined temperature is 

reached. 

 

2. Define low cost automation? May/June2013 

   Low-cost automation is defined as a technology that creates some degree of automation around 

the existing equipment, tools and methods, using mostly the standard equipment available in the 

market. 

3. What is the use of temperature switch? (April/May2008) 

 Temperature switches are used in a variety of industrial and technical processes. If a 

preset temperature is reached, then the temperature switch opens or closes a 

corresponding switch contact. Depending on the requirements, mechanical or 

electronic switches can be used 

4. How is the speed of a cylinder controlled in pneumatic system? (Nov/Dec 2009) 

   When cylinder piston extends, air behind it is compressed because air can't escape easily. 

When you tighten the flow control screw, movement of the piston slows down because air is 

restricted even further. Controls the speed of a cylinder or restricts air flow. Simply turn the 

needle valve to adjust air speed. 

 

 



5. Mention the area in a pneumatic system, which should be given higher importance 

during maintenance? (Nov/Dec 2009) 

• Always ensure that you have an accurate circuit as well as the functional diagram of the 

pneumatic system. If any changes are made after installation, ensure that they are made in 

the directions as well. 

• Do take care that the impulse valves of the system is protected from excess of dirt, 

mechanical shocks and cooling water. 

• Imprints of the elements and the units should be accurate and easily visible. 

• The valve openings that are given by the manufacturers should only be used. 

6. Do not drill the elements of the system for a new opening. (April/may2015) 

• If you need an additional opening, discuss it with the manufacturer and they might design 

a custom system for you. 

• The service unit of the system should be clearly visible and easy to service. If possible, 

also ensure that it is placed higher that the other elements. 

• Do not increase the throttle that what is needed and specified by the manufacturer. 

• If you are dismantling the cylinders or valves, do take care of its sealing materials. Even 

while assembling them again, ensure that they are properly placed. 

• Actuated valves, though appear easy to work with, but are known to cause serious 

problems. Thus, it is good to ensure that they are controlled in the proper direction and at 

the required speeds only. 

 

 

 

 



7. Draw a sketch of a graphical symbol for 3 position 4 ways solenoid energized pilot 

operated tandem DCV (April/May2010) 

                    

 

8. What is meant by automation? (April/may2015) 

Automation of a process plant (or) a flow line is done by means of specially designed machinery 

and equipments, which represent the highest level of automation. Chemical processing and 

automated assembly lines are examples of such automation. 

 9. What is a power pack? Nov/Dec 2011, Nov/Dec 2012 

  A hydraulic power pack is a self-contained unit that consists mainly of a motor, a 

reservoir and a hydraulic pump. Using fluid to transmit power from one location to 

another, hydraulic power packs can generate massive amounts of power which can be used to 

drive hydraulic machinery. 

 

 

 



10. When to use timer and relay? Why?( Nov/Dec2012) 

 

 Their purpose is to control an event based on time. The difference 

between relays and time delay relays is when the output contacts open & close: on a 

control relay, it happens when voltage is applied and removed from the coil on time delay relays, 

the contacts can open or close before or after some time delay 

11. Mention any two rules of pneumatic system in low cost automation (April/May 2005) 

 

12. What you understand by single shot sequencing? (April/May 2005) 

 

13.  What is power pack? (Nov/Dec2005) 

 

14. How do you Microprocessor differ from PLC? (Nov/Dec2005) 

 

 



15. . What is a Microprocessor? (May/June 2006) 

 

16.  What are the important component of hydraulic power pack(Nov/Dec2006) 

 

17. State the role of PLC in fluid power industry. (Nov/Dec2006) 

 

18.What is the use of temperature switch. (Nov/Dec2008) 

 

19. What is a step counter? (May/June 2008) 

 A step counter is a digital modular counter constructed from stepping units. A stepping unit is 

built from memory valve and a preswitched AND valve with two inputs. 

20. What is the meaning of the term troubleshooting? (May/June 2008) 

  The term troubleshooting means an organized and systematic study of the problem and a logical 

approach to the difficulty faced in the system 



UNIT-V 

PART-B 

   1.List out various operating problems associated with pumps, valves and various 

faults, possible causes and suitable remedy for each problem.  (Apr/May2005) 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

2.i)Explain the applications of hydraulic and pneumatic systems for low cost 

automation with suitable examples. (Apr/May2005) 

         Applications of hydraulic systems as follows 

 

Examples of equipment that use hydraulic fluids include excavators and backhoes, 

hydraulic brakes, power steering systems, transmissions, garbage trucks, aircraft flight 

control systems, lifts, and industrial machinery. Hydraulic systems will work most 

efficiently if the hydraulic fluid used has zero compressibility 

         Applications of Pneumatic systems as follows 

Processing industries, such as chemical, petrochemical, food processing, textiles, 

paper, etc. Used in the brake system of automobiles, railway coaches, wagons and 

printing presses. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

  ii) Write a note on power packs. (Apr/May2005) 

Power pack consists of pump, electric motor, reservoir, and associated valving 

assembled to one unit to supply pressurized fluid. They are relatively small in size and 

provide functions of pressure, direction and flow control within the basic package. 

 

 

3.i)Briefly explain the maintenance requirements for hydraulic power packs. 

(May/June2006) 

 

Hydraulic power packs need regular maintenance to extend their life and to allow safe 

operation. Maintenance includes checking the tubing for dents, cracks or other 

problems, changing the hydraulic fluid and checking the reservoir for rust or 

corrosion. 

 

ii) Explain the principle of low cost automation. (May/June2006) 

The main aim of Low Cost Automation is to increase Productivity and quality of 

products and reduce the cost of production, and not reduce labor. Even the lower level 

technologies can be made highly productive by automation at low cost and in simple form. 

 

 

4.i)What are the factors considered during the installation of pneumatic systems. 

(Nov/Dec2007) 

 



 
 

ii) List out various operating problems associated with pumps, valves and 

various faults, possible causes and suitable remedy for each problem 

(April/May2008) 

 

Ref Question no 1 (Apr/May2005) 

 

 

 

5. Discuss any eight common problems and their remedies in pneumatic circuits. 

(Nov/Dec2009) 

 



 



 

 



 
 

 

 

6. i)What are the factors considered during the installation of pneumatic 

systems. (Nov/Dec2011) 

 

Cost 

When the SS body disposable cylinder was developed, many people questioned the 

viability of a non-repairable product. This product has not only succeeded, it has also 

revolutionized the market. Because of its low cost and ease of replacement, many 

organizations opted to replace many traditional steel, aluminum and brass body 

cylinders that could be repaired. While these pneumatic cylinders are the most cost-

effective choice and easiest to use, they do have limitations that make them less-than-

ideal for certain applications. 

 

Space 



Some applications require short cylinders, not allowing for the entire cylinder body to 

be much longer than its stroke. For these applications, compact or “pancake” 

cylinders available with round bodies or shaped aluminum extrusions are ideal. These 

cylinders use thin heads, caps and pistons. Short bearing surfaces keep cylinder length 

to a minimum. Because of their size, these pneumatic cylinders typically don’t resist 

side loads well and are not available in long stroke lengths. They are often used in 

clamping applications were space is at a premium. 

 

Side Load 

Cylinders are designed to provide force on one axis. However, many applications 

experience forces that act on multiple axes, and cylinders must be able to operate at 

full capacity while resisting these lateral forces. The most common force attributed to 

pneumatic cylinder failure is side load. Side load consists of a force applied to the 

cylinder that is perpendicular to the active axis. 

 

Certain types of cylinders are able to better withstand side load because they have 

longer bearing surfaces for the rod, longer pistons or a greater distance between 

pistons and the end of the rod bearing surfaces. Tie rod cylinders and the aluminum 

extruded version of square body pneumatic cylinders are more robust and better suited 

to resist side load. They can be built with stop tubes, which aid them in overcoming 

side load by increasing the distance between pistons and rod bearings surfaces, but 

add to overall cylinder length. 

 

If you are looking to compensate for side load with lighter-duty cylinders, add guides 

parallel to the rod, which will absorb side load forces and allow for use in these 

applications. 

 

Serviceability 

Many lower cost cylinders available today are not built to be repaired. The crimped 

body disposable cylinder cannot be serviced, but low cost and versatility mean that it 

is easier to simply replace them rather than repair them. The ability to repair a 

cylinder and put it back into service quickly, however, is a great advantage in high-

use MRO facilities. Hard cylinder components typically last through several seal 

changes, meaning that the ability to repair a cylinder can provide long-term benefits. 

 

Cycles 

The number and type of cycles that cylinders experience are critical factors in 

determining the appropriate cylinders to use in your applications. High-cycle systems 

can wear out cylinder seals prematurely; as a result, high-cycle seals have been 

developed to extend cylinder life. Additionally, cylinders that reach the end of their 

strokes in normal system cycles experience reductions in life cycle resulting from 

continual piston impact absorption by these cylinders. To remedy this problem, 

cylinders are offered with cushions and bumpers to reduce force and extend cylinder 

life. 



 

Durability 

As the performance of aluminum and plastic cylinders have improved, people are 

opting to convert their steel pneumatic cylinders to ones made of these new materials. 

There are still applications, however, that demand the durability and serviceability 

that steel body cylinders provide. In heavy-duty applications such as those found in 

steel mills and foundries, long life provided by steel cylinders far outweighs any 

weight or cost savings found in lighter-duty materials. It is always best to process 

cautiously when deciding whether to replace steel with lighter-duty materials which 

many not always provide expected product life or serviceability in critical 

applications. 

 

Application 

The environment in which cylinders operate may require specific types of cylinders. 

Some pneumatic systems run on lubricated air, which consists of in-line components 

that add oil mist to compressed air. This oil lubricates seals in valves and cylinders 

and reduces wear on elastomeric seals as they rub against cylinder walls or rods. 

Today, many cylinders and seals are matched to the type of compressed air that will 

be used in their respective systems. 

 

 

 

7. Expalin the installation procedure for various hydraulic systems and its 

maintenance procedure. (May/June2013) 

 

Lack of maintenance of hydraulic systems is the leading cause of component and 

system failure yet most maintenance personnel don't understand proper maintenance 

techniques of a hydraulic system. The basic foundation to perform proper 

maintenance on a hydraulic system has two areas of concern. The first area is 

Preventive Maintenance which is key to the success of any maintenance program 

whether in hydraulics or any equipment which we need reliability. The second area is 

corrective maintenance, which in many cases can cause additional hydraulic 

component failure when it is not performed to standard. 

                                   
 

 



Preventive Maintenance 

Preventive Maintenance of a hydraulic system is very basic and simple and if followed 

properly can eliminate most hydraulic component failure. Preventive Maintenance is a 

discipline and must be followed as such in order to obtain results. We must view a PM 

program as a performance oriented and not activity oriented. Many organizations have good 

PM procedures but do not require maintenance personnel to follow them or hold them 

accountable for the proper execution of these procedures. In order to develop a preventive 

maintenance program for your system you must follow these steps: 

A list of Preventive Maintenance Task for a Hydraulic System could be: 

 

1. Change the (could be the return or pressure filter) hydraulic filter. 

 

2. Obtain a hydraulic fluid sample. 

 

3. Filter hydraulic fluid. 

 

4. Check hydraulic actuators. 

 

5. Clean the inside of a hydraulic reservoir. 

 

6. Clean the outside of a hydraulic reservoir. 

 

7. Check and record hydraulic pressures. 

 

8. Check and record pump flow. 

 

9. Check hydraulic hoses, tubing and fittings. 

 

10. Check and record voltage reading to proportional or servo valves. 

 

11. Check and record vacuum on the suction side of the pump. 

 

12. Check and record amperage on the main pump motor. 

 

13. Check machine cycle time and record. 

 

Preventive Maintenance is the core support that a hydraulic system must have in order to 

maximize component and life and reduce system failure. Preventive Maintenance procedures 

that are properly written and followed properly will allow equipment to operate to its full 

potential and life cycle. Preventive Maintenance allows a maintenance department to control 

a hydraulic system rather than the system controlling the maintenance department. We must 

control a hydraulic system by telling it when we will perform maintenance on it and how 

much money we will spend on the maintenance for the system. Most companies allow the 

hydraulic system to control the maintenance on them, at a much higher cost. 



 

 

 


